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Abstract- The problem of synchronization arises when le 

has been modified or it can happen when 

communication is to take place. Normal editing can 

cause communication overhead and create conflicts on 

object access. It is necessary to maintain the syn-

chronization of the wound at various places after Let's 

Modified germination. Normal editing on the carry can 

increase communication overhead. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

The complexity of the code increases when remote 

synchronization is performed from a remote location. 

Entry on storage devices plays an important role on 

any operating system. Entry cannot be completed on 

a logical partition. We thought that we had enough 

space available on our storage device. During the 

insertion of an object if the object is split into 

separate objects, it is possible to store the object in 

several logical locations. 

The model describes systems that help manage the 

synchronization of multiple lesions and provides a 

balance of single lay at multiple locations. The 

algorithm effective works when the object is to be 

stored on a single physical storage with multiple 

logical partitions. Usage results have been tested on 

the Windows operation system. 

 

II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVE 

 

To provide a user friendly interface that helps in 

transferring files. Larger lay can be sliced for 

transfer. This will give them human-life sequencing 

on the wound, using sequencing will make it possible 

to store the lay at the different location. 

 

III. MODULES 

 

The objects involved in the projects are: 

 Authentication Object: Enter the user name and 

password to get the access to security system. 

 Splitting Object: It converts information into no 

of blocks with the help of Splitter. 

 Concatenate Object: It converts Split Blocks into 

combine block with the help of Concatenate. 

 Memory Object: In this, Memory Blocks 

Management is processed in the multicore 

system. 

 Usability Object: In this, Audio functionality 

provides for operation status 

 Indexing Object: It design to work on data 

sharing scheme in the distributed mode for the 

multicore system. 

 

IV FEATURES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

1) Splitting of the file: 

We can create a partition of the data for storing the 

file on multiple locations on the storage media. 

2) Reliability: 

Grouping certain formation of the file together to 

maintain file integrity. It provides good storage 

performance. 

3) Volume Stripping: 

Unlike other software’s we cannot access the system 

if we are not in front of it. We won’t get any idea if 

errors or other processing happening in the system. 

But in our system, we need not need to be in front of 

the system but just in the surrounding of the system. 

The audible operation feature in our application gives 

audible sound for every processing going on in the 

system. 

4) Less time for copying process: 

It has the ability to store data randomly at any storage 

media in short amount of time. 

5) Effective Space Utilization: 

Space Utilization is an important approach in any 

computing system. But in other applications, Space 

utilization management is not proper which leads to 

lack of space. Hence due to this, we cannot store our 

desired files, folder, applications, etc. But there is 
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proper space utilization in our proposed system 

which helps in storing data in a proper way. 

 

V IMPLEMENTATION 

 

AWT / Swing: 

AWT which stands for Abstract Window Toolkit is 

used by Java programmers for creating graphical user 

interface 

(GUI) objects. It is one of the frameworks for 

creating GUIs. 

Swing is also used for building Graphical User 

Interface in java program. It provides platform-

independent features for the File system. 

File System: 

The file system is a method of organizing and 

retrieving files from a storage media. It usually 

consists of files separated or split into subparts. 

The file system defines the way of our files are saved 

and stored on particular location.  

 

VI ALGORITHM 

 

1. Two Threshold Two Divisor: 

Two thresholds two divisor TTTD is a Context-Based 

Dynamic Chunking Algorithm. The main difference 

between static chunking and Dynamic chunking is 

that in Static Chunking it creates part of the file with 

the fix Size .it add byte by byte and create fixed sized 

block chunk which is different than previous chunks. 

Two thresholds two divisor is a dynamic chunking 

algorithm where we are required to specify two 

values Minimum and Maximum size chunk, 

Algorithm start from the first byte and create 

minimum size chunk and compute hash value after it 

calculates hash with main and secondary value. If the 

result of it is equal to the hash value of the first chunk 

then new chunk must begin there. 

The Two Threshold Two Divisor chunking algorithm 

needs to compute a hash of every n-byte window 

over the file. Thus, for maximal performance, it's 

desirable to choose a hash function that allows the 

hash value to be efficiently updated as the window is 

shifted forward by one byte. 

 

2. Blow fish Algorithm: 

Blow Fish Algorithm is used for Encryption of 

Chunks stored on backup storage. It will help to 

ensure that only trusted person can access the stored 

parts of the file. 

 

VII CONCLUSION 

 

The existing System has the drawback of memory 

utilization while storing which will be effectively 

reduced by using the proposed system. The system 

provides file transfer with maintaining the 

synchronization among multiple chunks of the single 

file. 
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